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If you ally obsession such a referred romney 12th edition ebook that will have enough money you worth, get the certainly best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are furthermore launched, from best seller to
one of the most current released.
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Accounting Information Systems-James A. Hall 2001
Accounting Information Systems-Joseph W. Wilkinson 1999-10-05 Intended for a one-semester course in Accounting Information Systems taught at the
sophomore, junior, or senior level at most two- and four-year schools. This revision is completely streamlined, includes new pedagogy, and is accompanied by a
CD-ROM containing added coverage, making it flexible enough to suit a variety of different approaches to the course.
Accounting Information Systems Australasian Edition-Marshall Romney 2012-10-24 At last – the Australasian edition of Romney and Steinbart’s respected AIS
text! Accounting Information Systems first Australasian edition offers the most up-to-date, comprehensive and student-friendly coverage of Accounting
Information Systems in Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Accounting Information Systems has been extensively revised and updated to incorporate local laws,
standards and business practices. The text has a new and flexible structure developed especially for Australasian AIS courses, while also retaining the features
that make the US edition easy to use. nt concepts such as systems cycles, controls, auditing, fraud and cybercrime, ethics and the REA data model are brought
to life by a wide variety of Australasian case studies and examples. With a learning and teaching resource package second to none, this is the perfect resource
for one-semester undergraduate and graduate courses in Accounting Information Systems.
Core Concepts of Accounting Information Systems-Stephen A. Moscove 1997 This book is entirely up to date to reflect recent changes in technology and AIS
practive. Covers such subjects as EDI, reengineering, neural networks, client/server, computer security, and events accounting.
Casebook in Accounting Information Systems-Marshall B. Romney 2001-06-01 Casebook in Accounting Information Systems bridges the gap between the theory
and practice of accounting information systems analysis, design, and implementation. Projects provide students with essential hands-on experience in most of
the major activities associated with analyzing, designing, and implementing an accounting information system. Students must use analytical tools gained from
other accounting classes to design the best system possible -- one that provides the most useful information to the right people, at the right time, and at a
competitive price.
Law, Business and Society-Tony McAdams 2015-01-15
Advanced Financial Accounting-Antonio Parbonetti 2017
Auditing, Loose-Leaf-Raymond N. Johnson 2019-04-16 The explosion of data analytics in the auditing profession demands a different kind of auditor. Auditing: A
Practical Approach with Data Analytics prepares students for the rapidly changing demands of the auditing profession by meeting the data-driven requirements
of today’s workforce. Because no two audits are alike, this course uses a practical, case-based approach to help students develop professional judgement, think
critically about the auditing process, and develop the decision-making skills necessary to perform a real-world audit. To further prepare students for the
profession, this course integrates seamless exam review for successful completion of the CPA Exam.
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Advanced Accounting-Joe Ben Hoyle 2014-02-01 The approach used by Hoyle, Schaefer, and Doupnik in the new edition allows students to think critically about
accounting, just as they will do while preparing for the CPA exam and in their future careers. With this text, students gain a well-balanced appreciation of the
Accounting profession. As Hoyle 12e introduces them to the field's many aspects, it often focuses on past controversies and present resolutions. The text
continues to show the development of financial reporting as a product of intense and considered debate that continues today and into the future. The writing
style of the eleven previous editions has been highly praised. Students easily comprehend chapter concepts because of the conversational tone used throughout
the book. The authors have made every effort to ensure that the writing style remains engaging, lively, and consistent which has made this text the market
leading text in the Advanced Accounting market. The 12th edition includes an increased integration of IFRS as well as updated accounting standards.
The Real Romney-Michael Kranish 2012-01-10 “Absorbing and fair-minded.” —New York Times “Romney’s story in full and clear detail…fascinating in-depth
stuff.” —Los Angeles Times “A fascinating story [that] sheds next light on an elusive subject.” —Boston Globe Despite his political prominence, Mitt Romney
remains an enigma to many in America. Who is the man behind that sweep of dark hair and the high-wattage smile? A savvy politician or someone who will
simply say anything to win? A business visionary or a ruthless dealmaker? In this definitive, unflinching, and widely-acclaimed biography by Boston Globe
investigative reporters Michael Kranish and Scott Helman, readers will finally discover the real Mitt Romney. Based on hundreds of interviews and more than
five years of reporting, The Real Romney offers for the very first time a full understanding of this complex political figure.
The Linen Shawl-John Avery 2016-07-11 Set in war-torn 12th Century England, The Linen Shawl is the story of Noah Caperon, a widowed carpenter, who, in a
desperate attempt to make up for the loss of his wife and unborn child, struggles to raise a spirited orphan girl, only to discover that he and his ambitious
childhood friend are not only fighting on opposite sides in the conflict, they are in love with the same brave and beautiful woman.
Manual of Clinical Microbiology-James H. Jorgensen 2015 The Gold Standard for medical microbiology, diagnostic microbiology, clinical microbiology,
infectious diseases due to bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites; laboratory and diagnostic techniques, sampling and testing, new diagnostic techniques and tools,
molecular biology; antibiotics/ antivirals/ antifungals, drug resistance; individual organisms (bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites).
Cornerstones of Cost Management-Don R. Hansen 2017-01-27 Hansen/Mowen’s CORNERSTONES OF COST MANAGEMENT, 4E demonstrates the dynamic
nature of cost accounting in today’s changing business environment. The book covers functional-based cost and control, and then activity-based cost systems,
giving students the skills to manage any cost management system. Developed using extensive research on student learning behavior, this book presents
concepts in a unique format that speaks to how students learn. Cornerstones examples in each chapter emphasize the How, Why, and What-Ifs of basic cost
management concepts, while delving into the conceptual nature of each equation or topic. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Classical Myth-Barry B. Powell 2013-12-12 For courses in Classical Mythology in Classics, English, or other departments. Comprehensive and scholarly, this
well-designed and class-tested text presents Greek and Roman myths in a lively and easy-to-read manner. It features fresh translations, numerous illustrations
(ancient and modern) of classical myths and legends, and commentary that emphasizes the anthropological, historical, religious, sociological, and economic
contexts in which the myths were told. It also provides a cultural context so that students can see how mythology has influenced the world and how it continues
to influence society today.
The Practice of Public Relations-Fraser P. Seitel 2007 Long admired as the “practitioners” Public Relations text, Seitel'sThe Practice of Public
Relationscontinues its tradition as the most visual, up-to-date and straightforward principles text available. For the aspiring student of public relations to the
veteran professional seeking a refresher, Seitel's text leads the reader thru the evolution of the practice, the preparation and process necessary to reach a
variety of “publics” and most importantly how to implement actual PR practice. Drawing on his own vast professional experience, his role as a PR commentator
on major U.S television networks such as CNN, ABC and FOX, and his network of industry leaders, Public Relations faculty and generations of PR professionals,
Seitel presents the industry with dynamism and relevancy.
Unfreedom of the Press-Mark R. Levin 2020-08-11 Six-time New York Times bestselling author, FOX News star, and radio host Mark R. Levin “trounces the
news media” (The Washington Times) in this timely and groundbreaking book demonstrating how the great tradition of American free press has degenerated
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into a standardless profession that has squandered the faith and trust of the public. Unfreedom of the Press is not just another book about the press. In “Levin’s
finest work” (Breitbart), he shows how those entrusted with news reporting today are destroying freedom of the press from within—not through actions of
government officials, but with its own abandonment of reportorial integrity and objective journalism. With the depth of historical background for which his
books are renowned, Levin takes you on a journey through the early American patriot press, which proudly promoted the principles set forth in the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution. This is followed by the early decades of the Republic during which newspapers around the young country were open and
transparent about their fierce allegiance to one political party or another. It was only at the start of the Progressive Era and the 20th century that the supposed
“objectivity of the press” first surfaced, leaving us where we are today: with a partisan party-press overwhelmingly aligned with a political ideology but
hypocritically engaged in a massive untruth as to its real nature.
Accounting Information Systems Australasian Edition-Marshall Romney 2012-10-24 At last – the Australasian edition of Romney and Steinbart’s respected AIS
text! Accounting Information Systems first Australasian edition offers the most up-to-date, comprehensive and student-friendly coverage of Accounting
Information Systems in Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Accounting Information Systems has been extensively revised and updated to incorporate local laws,
standards and business practices. The text has a new and flexible structure developed especially for Australasian AIS courses, while also retaining the features
that make the US edition easy to use. nt concepts such as systems cycles, controls, auditing, fraud and cybercrime, ethics and the REA data model are brought
to life by a wide variety of Australasian case studies and examples. With a learning and teaching resource package second to none, this is the perfect resource
for one-semester undergraduate and graduate courses in Accounting Information Systems.
Operations Management-Lee J. Krajewski 2012-02-27 Creating value through Operations Management. Operations Management provides readers with a
comprehensive framework for addressing operational process and supply chain issues. This text uses a systemized approach while focusing on issues of current
interest. NOTE: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access card order the ISBN below: 0132960559 / 9780132960557 Operations Management:
Processes and Supply Chains Plus NEW MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of 0132807394 / 9780132807395 Operations
Management: Processes and Supply Chains 0132940477 / 9780132940474 NEW MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Operations Management:
Processes and Supply Chains
Pumpkin Moonshine-Tasha Tudor 2015-07-28 Join a little girl’s autumn adventure in this cherished tale from Caldecott Honoree Tasha Tudor that’s now
available in a Classic Board Book edition. It’s almost Halloween, and little Sylvie Ann has found the biggest, fattest pumpkin in the patch! But before she can
carve it into pumpkin moonshine (also known as a jack-o’-lantern), she must get the pumpkin home. This Classic Board Book from beloved author-illustrator and
Caldecott Honoree Tasha Tudor celebrates fall in all its glory!
A Short Introduction to Classical Myth-Barry B. Powell 2001 What is a myth? -- The meaning of myth I: ancient and premodern theories -- The meaning of myth
II: modern theories -- Cultural context of Greek myth -- The development of classical myth -- Myth and creation: Hesiod's Theogony and its near eastern sources
-- Greek myth and Greek religion: Persephonê, Orpheus, and Dionysus -- Myth and the hero: the legends of Heracles and Gilgamesh -- Myth and history: Crete
and the legend of the Trojan War -- Myth and folktale: the legend of Odysseus' return -- Myth and society: the legend of the Amazons -- Myth and law: the legend
of Orestes -- Roman myth and Roman religion: the Metamorphoses of Ovid -- Myth and politics: the myth of Theseus and the Aeneid of Vergil -- Myth and art.
Corporate Accounting in Australia-Ron Dagwell 2015-05-20 Success in Corporate Accounting starts here The first Pearson edition of Corporate Accounting in
Australia provides comprehensive coverage of the latest company accounting principles, practices and issues in a very accessible manner, while delivering
enhanced pedagogy and lecturer support. The aim is to ensure that students don’t feel daunted by the technical detail, but at the same time develop an
understanding of the core principles that underpin contemporary professional practice. It has been written to help students succeed in what is traditionally a
very demanding subject.
Burket's Oral Medicine, 12th Edition-Michael Glick 2015-01-01 Inherently interdisciplinary, the field of oral medicine continues to incorporate and apply new
knowledge and techniques to the care of patients. For nearly 70 years, Burket’s Oral Medicine has been the principal text for all major aspects of oral medicine,
from the basic science to clinical practice. This 12th edition continuous to serve as the authoritative source of information for students, residents, and clinicians
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interested in the field of oral medicine. Through the addition of new chapters and substantial new material, the 12th edition of the book significantly advances
the understanding of today’s practice of oral medicine. Research findings are produced at a rapid pace and are readily accessible from a variety of sources. A
chapter on clinical research has been added to the book to help readers interpret how scientific findings reported in the literature impact their practice.
Awareness of the unique aspects of oral health needs for the elderly, infants, and young children prompted the inclusion of two new chapters introducing the
fields of geriatric and pediatric oral medicine. Two other original chapters on radiologic interpretations and complications of nonsurgical cancer therapy
complement in more detail other broader topics addressed in the book. The 12th edition of Burket’s Oral Medicine continues the tradition of this text in
providing students, residents, and experienced practitioners with access to the expertise and experience of an international group of clinical scholars who are
recognized experts in the increasingly complex field of diagnosis and medical management of maxillofacial disease and dental treatment of medically complex
patients.
Manual of Clinical Microbiology 2 Volume Set, 2 Volume Set-Karen C. Carroll 2019-02-20 Revised by a collaborative, international, interdisciplinary team of
editors and authors, this edition includes the latest applications of genomics and proteomics and is filled with current findings regarding infectious agents,
leading-edge diagnostic methods, laboratory practices, and safety guidelines. This edition also features three new chapters on accreditation, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex, and human herpesvirus 8. This seminal reference of microbiology continues to set the standard for state-of-the-science laboratory
practice as the most authoritative reference in the field of microbiology.
Mugged-Ann Coulter 2012-09-25 “This isn’t a story about black people—it’s a story about the Left’s agenda to patronize blacks and lie to everyone else.” For
decades, the Left has been putting on a play with themselves as heroes in an ongoing civil rights movement—which they were mostly absent from at the time.
Long after pervasive racial discrimination ended, they kept pretending America was being run by the Klan and that liberals were black America’s only
protectors. It took the O. J. Simpson verdict—the race-based acquittal of a spectacularly guilty black celebrity as blacks across America erupted in cheers—to
shut down the white guilt bank. But now, fewer than two decades later, our “postracial” president has returned us to the pre-OJ era of nonstop racial posturing.
A half-black, half-white Democrat, not descended from American slaves, has brought racial unrest back with a whoop. The Obama candidacy allowed liberals to
engage in self-righteousness about race and get a hard-core Leftie in the White House at the same time. In 2008, we were told the only way for the nation to
move past race was to elect him as president. And 53 percent of voters fell for it. Now, Ann Coulter fearlessly explains the real history of race relations in this
country, including how white liberals twist that history to spring the guilty, accuse the innocent, and engender racial hatreds, all in order to win politically.
You’ll learn, for instance, how A U.S. congressman and a New York mayor conspired to protect cop killers who ambushed four police officers in the Rev. Louis
Farrakhan’s mosque. The entire Democratic elite, up to the Carter White House, coddled a black cult in San Francisco as hundreds of the cult members
marched to their deaths in Guyana. New York City became a maelstrom of racial hatred, with black neighborhoods abandoned to criminals who were ferociously
defended by a press that assessed guilt on the basis of race. Preposterous hoax hate crimes were always believed, never questioned. And when they turned out
to be frauds the stories would simply disappear from the news. Liberals quickly switched the focus of civil rights laws from the heirs of slavery and Jim Crow to
white feminists, illegal immigrants, and gays. Subway vigilante Bernhard Goetz was surprisingly popular in black neighborhoods, despite hysterical
denunciations of him by the New York Times. Liberals slander Republicans by endlessly repeating a bizarro-world history in which Democrats defended black
America and Republicans appealed to segregationists. The truth has always been exactly the opposite. Going where few authors would dare, Coulter explores
the racial demagoguery that has mugged America since the early seventies. She shines the light of truth on cases ranging from Tawana Brawley, Lemrick
Nelson, and Howard Beach, NY, to the LA riots and the Duke lacrosse scandal. And she shows how the 2012 Obama campaign is going to inspire the greatest
racial guilt mongering of all time.
Strategic Management: Concepts and Cases: Competitiveness and Globalization-Michael A. Hitt 2016-01-04 Introduce your students to strategic management
with the market-leading text that sets the standard for the course area. Written by respected scholars who have taught strategic management at all educational
levels, Hitt, Ireland, and Hoskisson's latest edition provides an intellectually rich, yet thoroughly practical, analysis of strategic management. The classic
industrial organization model is combined with a resource-based view of the firm to provide students with a complete understanding of how today's businesses
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establish competitive advantages and create value for stakeholders. Cutting-edge research is presented with a strong global focus, featuring more than 500
emerging and established companies. All-new opening cases introduce chapter concepts and mini cases offer new contexts of study. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Accounting Information Systems-Robert Hurt 2015-01-23
Accounting Info Systems-Steinbart Romney 1999-09
A Bad Day On The Romney Campaign-Gabriel Schoenfeld 2013-05-14 Why did Romney lose? How can Republicans win? In A Bad Day on the Romney Campaign,
Gabriel Schoenfeld, a senior adviser to presidential nominee Mitt Romney for nearly two years, is the first insider to speak out about the failures of the 2012
campaign. Why did Romney lose? The book illuminates the chain of errors that ultimately contributed to Romney's defeat. Schoenfeld's original concept-zeroing in on a single gaffe on a single day: Romney's comments in the wake of the Benghazi attack, and examining its genesis and its profound ripple effects-makes for a uniquely fascinating contribution to our understanding of American politics and the challenges facing a Republican party that has lost the popular
vote in five of the last six presidential races. Schoenfeld doesn’t shrink from pointing fingers and naming names. Unsparing in his criticism of some of his
former colleagues, and candid in appraising Romney's strengths and weaknesses, his objective is to launch a far-reaching debate about how we choose
America’s leader. With a revealing discussion of how Romney’s team formulated domestic and foreign policy, the book is a powerful voice in the ongoing
discussion of the Republican Party’s future by a campaign insider who is also one of America’s leading analysts of public affairs. Written for Republicans,
Democrats, and all Americans, rich with detail and high drama, it will interest anyone who wants a behind-the-scenes look at how our political system actually
operates, with all its charms and all its flaws. Praise for Gabriel Schoenfeld’s Necessary Secrets: National Security, the Media, and the Rule of Law "Schoenfeld
brilliantly illuminates [a] fundamental dilemma." --John McGinnis, Wall Street Journal “Essential reading for anyone seriously interested in national security and
freedom of the press.” --Leonard Downie, Jr., Washington Post “Subtle and instructive.” --Alan Dershowitz, New York Times Book Review
The Triumphs of Temper: A Poem-William Hayley 2019-02-21 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough
to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Management-Richard L. Daft 2015-01-01 MANAGEMENT, 12E includes several innovative pedagogical features to help students understand their management
capabilities and learn what it's like to manage in an organization today. Each of the 19 chapters begins with an opening questionnaire that engages the reader's
interest, directly connects to the topic of the chapter, and enables students to see how they respond to situations and challenges that real-life managers
typically face. A New Manager Self-Test in each chapter provides students with further insight into how they would function in the real world of management.
The Remember This bullet-point summaries at the end of each major chapter section give students a snapshot of the key points and concepts covered in that
section. The end-of-chapter questions have been carefully revised to encourage critical thinking and application of chapter concepts, and Small Group Breakout
exercises give students the opportunity to apply concepts while building teamwork skills. Ethical dilemmas, all-new end-of-chapter cases, and a fully updated
set of On the Job video cases help students sharpen their diagnostic skills for management problem solving. The chapter sequence in MANAGEMENT is
organized around the management functions of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. These four functions effectively encompass management
research and the characteristics of the manager's job. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Mormon Rivals-Matt Canham 2015-05 Distant relatives whose ties extend back to the founding of the Mormon church, Mitt Romney and Jon Huntsman Jr.
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became political allies as governors. Before that, their fathers were chummy. Mitt's sister and Jon's mom were college roommates. So when Romney was
preparing his first presidential run, he assumed he had Huntsman in his corner. He was wrong. Their split in 2006 created a bitter rivalry that led to a
contentious 2012 presidential showdown. This book by Salt Lake Tribune reporters Matt Canham and Thomas Burr tells the story of these dynamic and dynastic
families, who have found themselves driven together by chance, business, politics and piety. It starts with the rise of George Romney and Jon Huntsman Sr.,
men who escaped poverty to become wealthy and influential. Their sons responded to their powerful fathers in different ways, but they ultimately ended up in
the same places - vying to run the 2002 Winter Olympics, campaigning for governor and then for the White House. While both Romney and Huntsman have
fallen short of the ultimate political prize, their successes on the national stage have become a turning point for the LDS Church, which yearns for broader
acceptance from the American people. As their fathers expected much from them, Romney and Huntsman expect much for their children and that means we
may not have seen the last clash between the Mormon version of the Hatfields and the McCoys.
Cengage Advantage Books: Business Law: Principles and Practices-Arnold J. Goldman 2013-02-22 BUSINESS LAW: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES, 9E has been
revised dramatically to enhance learning! The 9th edition offers a new learning system with clear learning objectives to guide students. The fresh two-color
design engages students with its contemporary features: Ethics in a Business Setting, You React, and the Self-Check Quizzes. The case examples are presented
in readable segments to be clear, current, and jargon-free. Co-authored by Arnold J. Goldman, a practicing attorney and William D. Sigismond, a veteran
business law educator, this straightforward text shows students about the law using fascinating cases and ethical dilemmas. Hypothetical examples immediately
follow discussion of concepts to further reinforce understanding. The new edition is updated throughout to reflect recent changes in the law, covering legal
rights and responsibilities in both the public and private sectors. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Evidence 2012-Jon R. Waltz 2012-08-01 This 2012 Supplement is designed to accompany Waltz, Park, and Friedman's Evidence, 11th Edition.
McGraw-Hill's Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities 2020 Edition-Brian C. Spilker, Professor 2019-04-09
Introduction to Microsoft Dynamics GP 10.0-Terri E. Brunsdon 2009 Brunsdon, Romney, and Steinbart have once again teamed up to expand reader's skills of
accounting information systems beyond typical reporting and basic transaction posting by placing them in the pilot seat of Microsoft Great Plains. INSTALLING
AND USING DYNAMICS GP ; THE S&S COMPANY DATABASE; INTERNAL CONTROLS AND GP SECURITY; INVENTORY CONTROL SERIES; REVENUE
CYCLE AND GP SALES SERIES; EXPENDITURE CYCLE AND GP PURCHASING SERIES; PAYROLL CYCLE AND GP PAYROLL SERIES; FINANCIAL
REPORTING AND GP FINANCIAL SERIES MARKET: This text is designed to illustrate the practical applications of the theories in an accounting information
systems course by encouraging readers to experience the software “hands on”. In conjunction with the materials found in an accounting information systems
text such as, Accounting Information Systems by Marshall B. Romney and Paul John Steinbart, this method of Great Plains training will help you cement a solid
foundation of accounting software skills.
Will He Go?-Lawrence Douglas 2020-05-19 In advance of the 2020 election, legal scholar Lawrence Douglas prepares readers for a less-than-peaceful transition
of power. It doesn't require a strong imagination to get a sense of the mayhem Trump will unleash if he loses a closely contested election. It is no less disturbing
to imagine Trump still insisting that he is the rightful leader of the nation. With millions of diehard supporters firmly believing that their revered president has
been toppled by malignant forces of the Deep State, Trump could remain a force of constitutional chaos for years to come. WILL TRUMP GO? addresses such
questions as: How might Trump engineer his refusal to acknowledge electoral defeat? What legal and extra-legal paths could he pursue in mobilizing a
challenge to the electoral outcome? What legal, political, institutional, and popular mechanisms can be used to stop him? What would be the fallout of a failure
to remove him from office? What would be the fallout of a successful effort to unseat him? Can our democracy snap back from Trump? Trump himself has
essentially told the nation he will never accept electoral defeat. A book that prepares us for Trump's refusal to concede, then, is hardly speculative; it is a
necessary precaution against a coming crisis.
The Flock Book of the Kent Or Romney Marsh Sheep-Kent or Romney Marsh Sheep-Breeders' Association 1899
Polarized-Steven E. Schier 2016-02-22 From campus protests to the Congress floor, the central feature of contemporary American politics is ideological
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polarization. In this concise, readable, but comprehensive text, Steven E. Schier and Todd E. Eberly introduce students to this contentious subject through an
in-depth look at the ideological foundations of the contemporary American political machine of parties, politicians, the media, and the public.
Management-Stephen P. Robbins 2011-10-17 Management is a student-friendly text that incorporates solid management practices. With its accessible writing
style, this tenth Canadian edition shows how management concepts are applied to students' everyday lives in an integrated way. Management distinguishes
itself from other books by its strong coverage of small business and entrepreneurial ventures, as well as great visual delivery of material through effective
application of charts, diagrams, and tables.
Learning QuickBooks Pro and Premier Accounting 2012-Terri E. Brunsdon 2012-07 Student ed. of QuickBooks included in accompanying CD-Rom.
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